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2021
PHYSICS — GENERAL
Fourth Paper
Group - A
Full Marks : 50
Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words
as far as practicable.
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OPAMP

OPAMP

CMRR

OPAMP
OPAMP

 A  B   A  C   AC  AB.
2’s complement

1000001
Ex-OR

11111

AND

edge triggering
AM
AM
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[English Version]
The figures in the margin indicate full marks.
Answer question no. 1 and any four questions from the rest.
1. Answer any five questions :

2×5

(a) What is solar cell? Write down one of its important use.
(b) Give two main differences between AM and FM.
(c) Write down the characteristics of an ideal OP-AMP.
(d) Define ‘speed’ of a pump.
(e) Write down the names of two conventional and two non-conventional energy sources.
(f) Write down the working principle of Light Emitting Diodes (LED).
(g) Which one has more efficiency — Otto engine or Diesel engine?
(h) What are the advantages of optical fibre in comparison with coaxial cable?
2. (a) What is heat engine? What do you mean by the thermal efficiency? How are the heat engines
classified?
(b) Describe briefly the principle of operation of rotary oil pump.

(2+2+2)+4
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3. (a) What is the working principle of Pirani gauge?
(b) Explain the working principle of a solar cooker. What are the disadvantages of using a solar cooker?
(c) Why Rankin cycle is used instead of Carnot cycle in a thermal power plant?

3+(3+2)+2

4. (a) Describe how electricity can be generated using bio-gas plant with a neat diagram.
(b) Explain the principle of operation of a hydroelectric power plant.
(c) What is meant by geothermal energy?

4+4+2

5. (a) What is an OPAMP? Define the common mode rejection ratio (CMRR) of OPAMP.
(b) Draw circuit diagram of an oscillator using an OPAMP.
(c) Explain the operation of an OPAMP as differential amplifier using neat diagram.
6. (a) Show that

(1+2)+2+5

 A  B   A  C   AC  AB.

(b) Subtract binary number 11111 from 1000001 using 2’s complement method.
(c) Show that half adder is effectively a combination of Ex-OR and an AND gate.
(d) What do you mean by edge triggering in flip-flops?

3+2+3+2

7. (a) What are modulation and demodulation? Find the expression for modulated voltage for AM wave.
(b) What is modulation index? Show that modulation index of AM wave
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where the symbols have their usual significance.

(2+4)+(1+3)

